
yìn xiàng           

印象           

impression

shǒu jī           

手机           

cell phone; mobile phone; Classifiers: 部

hào mǎ           

号码           

number; Classifiers: 堆

yǎn            

演            
to develop; to evolve; to practice; to perform; to play; to act

piào            

票            
ticket; ballot; banknote; Classifiers: 张 ; person held for ransom; amateur performance of Chinese opera; classifie...



mǎi            

买            
to buy; to purchase

dé dào           

得到           

to get; to obtain; to receive

bú dào           

不到           

not to arrive; not reaching; insufficient; less than

hòu tiān           

后天           

the day after tomorrow; acquired (not innate); a posteriori

yì yán wéi dìng         

一言为定         

one word and it's settled (idiom); It's a deal!; That's settled then.



hǎo hāo r          

好好儿          

in good condition; perfectly good; carefully; well; thoroughly

jì de           

记得           

to remember

xiǎng qi lai          

想起来          

to remember; to recall

tóng            

同            
like; same; similar; together; alike; with

chéng            

成            
surname Cheng; to succeed; to finish; to complete; to accomplish; to become; to turn into; to be all right; OK!; on...



liǎ            

俩            
two (colloquial equivalent of 两个 ); both; some

miàn zi           

面子           

outer surface; outside; honor; reputation; face (as in "losing face"); self-respect; feelings; (medicinal) powder

gěi miàn zǐ          

给面子          

lǚ xíng           

旅行           

to travel; journey; trip; Classifiers: 趟

diàn            

电            
electric; electricity; electrical



dǎ sǎo           

打扫           

to clean; to sweep

zhěng lǐ           

整理           

to arrange; to tidy up; to sort out; to straighten out; to list systematically; to collate (data, files); to pack (...

fáng zi           

房子           

house; building (single- or two-story); apartment; room; Classifiers: 栋 ,幢 ,座 ,套 ,间

fáng jiān           

房间           

room; Classifiers: 间

bān            

搬            
to move (i.e. relocate oneself); to move (sth relatively heavy or bulky); to shift; to copy indiscriminately



bān chū qù          

搬出去          

to move out (vacate); to shift sth out

fèi            

费            
surname Fei; to cost; to spend; fee; wasteful; expenses

lì qi           

力气           

strength; Classifiers: 把

zǎo            

早            
early; morning; Good morning!; long ago; prematurely

            

            
 


